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SUMMARY

Human adults flawlessly and effortlessly navigate
boundaries and obstacles in the immediately visible
environment, a process we refer to as ‘‘visually
guided navigation.’’ Neuroimaging work in adults
suggests this ability involves the occipital place
area (OPA) [1, 2]—a scene-selective region in the
dorsal stream that selectively represents information
necessary for visually guided navigation [3–9].
Despite progress in understanding the neural basis
of visually guided navigation, however, little is known
about how this system develops. Is navigationally
relevant information processing present in the first
few years of life? Or does this information processing
only develop after many years of experience?
Although a handful of studies have found selective
responses to scenes (relative to objects) in OPA in
childhood [10–13], no study has explored how more
specific navigationally relevant information process-
ing emerges in this region. Here, we do just that by
measuring OPA responses to first-person perspec-
tive motion information—a proxy for the visual expe-
rience of actually navigating the immediate environ-
ment—using fMRI in 5- and 8-year-old children. We
found that, although OPA already responded more
to scenes than objects by age 5, responses to first-
person perspective motion were not yet detectable
at this same age and rather only emerged by age 8.
This protracted development was specific to first-
person perspective motion through scenes, not
motion on faces or objects, and was not found in
other scene-selective regions (the parahippocampal
place area or retrosplenial complex) or a motion-se-
lective region (MT). These findings therefore suggest
that navigationally relevant information processing in
OPA undergoes prolonged development across
childhood.

RESULTS

To study how navigationally relevant information processing

develops in the occipital place area (OPA), we measured
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responses in OPA across childhood to first-person perspective

motion—a proxy for the visual experience of actually navigating

through an immediately visible scene. Given previous findings

that boundary-based navigation and other dorsal stream pro-

cesses are still developing in childhood [14–16], we scanned

two groups of children: 5 year olds and 8 year olds. Responses

in OPA were measured using functional magnetic resonance im-

aging (fMRI) while participants viewed (1) 3-s video clips of first-

person perspective motion through scenes (‘‘dynamic scenes’’),

mimicking the actual visual experience of visually guided naviga-

tion, and (2) 3 1-s still images taken from these same video clips,

rearranged such that first-person perspective motion could not

be inferred (‘‘static scenes’’). As control stimuli, participants

also viewed dynamic and static objects and faces (Figure 1). If

navigationally relevant information processing develops early in

OPA, then strong selectivity for first-person perspective motion

information (i.e., significantly greater responses to dynamic

than static scenes) will already be present by age 5, with little

or no development from ages 5 to 8. By contrast, if navigationally

relevant information processing develops late in OPA, then

stronger selectivity for first-person perspective motion informa-

tion will be observed in 8 year olds than 5 year olds. Importantly,

fMRI data quality was closely matched between the two groups

(Figure 2; STAR Methods), ensuring that data quality could not

explain any observed developmental differences.
OPA Is Scene-Selective by 5 Years Old
Before testing first-person perspective motion processing in

OPA, we asked whether scene selectivity could be detected in

OPA at age 5 by comparing responses in OPA to static scenes

and static objects—following the standard contrast used to

define OPA in adults—as well as to static faces (responses to

dynamic stimuli are analyzed extensively below). A 2 (group:

5 year olds and 8 year olds) 3 3 (condition: static scenes; static

objects; and static faces) mixed-model ANOVA revealed a main

effect of condition (F(2,60) = 21.78; p < 0.001; hp
2 = 0.42), with

stronger responses to scenes than both objects (pairwise com-

parison; p < 0.001) and faces (p < 0.001) but no significant group

3 condition interaction (F(2,60) = 0.61; p = 0.54; hp
2 = 0.02; Fig-

ure 3). These findings show that scene selectivity is present in

OPA by 5 years old and already of similar magnitude to that

observed by 8 years old.

For completeness, we also investigated scene selectivity in

two additional regions involved in other aspects of scene pro-

cessing and navigation, including the parahippocampal place

area (PPA) and the retrosplenial complex (RSC). For both PPA
td.
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Figure 1. Example Experimental Stimuli

The conditions included dynamic and static scenes

(top row), dynamic and static objects (middle row),

and dynamic and static faces (bottom row). The

dynamic scene stimuli consisted of 3-s video clips

of first-person perspective motion through scenes.

The static scene stimuli consisted of 3 still images

taken from these same video clips, each presented

for 1 s and in a random order such that first-person

perspective motion could not be inferred. The dy-

namic object stimuli consisted of 3-s video clips of

moving toys presented against a black background,

although the dynamic face stimuli consisted of 3-s

video clips of only the faces of children against a

black background as they laughed, smiled, and

looked around. The static object and static face

stimuli were created following the same procedure

described for the static scene stimuli.
and RSC, a 2 (group: 5 year olds and 8 year olds)3 3 (condition:

static scenes; static objects; and static faces) mixed-model

ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition (PPA: F(2,60) =

149.86, p < 0.001, hp
2 = 0.83; RSC: F(2,60) = 41.73, p < 0.001,

hp
2 = 0.58), with stronger responses to scenes than both objects

(PPA: p < 0.001; RSC: p < 0.001) and faces (PPA: p < 0.001; RSC:

p < 0.001) but no significant group3 condition interaction (PPA:

F(2,60) = 1.09, p = 0.34, hp
2 = 0.04; RSC: F(2,60) = 0.61, p = 0.54,

hp
2 = 0.02; Figure 3). These results indicate that all three regions

show scene selectivity by 5 years old, with no changes in scene

selectivity across ages 5–8.

To confirm that the findings above were driven by scene selec-

tivity, rather than stimulus complexity or low-level visual informa-

tion, we also investigated responses in V1. Unlike the three

scene-selective regions, V1 responded strongly to all three con-

ditions, and a 2 (group: 5 year olds and 8 year olds) 3 3

(condition: static scenes; static objects; and static faces)

mixed-model ANOVA did not reveal a main effect of condition

(F(2,60) = 1.22; p = 0.30; hp
2 = 0.04) or a significant group 3

condition interaction (F(2,60) = 1.49; p = 0.23; hp
2 = 0.05; Figure 3).

Further, comparing V1 to each scene-selective region directly, a

2 (region: V1 and each scene region) 3 3 (condition: static

scenes; static objects; and static faces) repeated-measures

ANOVA revealed a significant region 3 condition interaction for

all three regions (all F > 18.82; all p < 0.001; all hp
2 > 0.38).

Thus, responses in OPA, PPA, and RSC reflect scene selectivity,

not stimulus complexity or low-level visual information.
Current
OPA Responses to First-Person-
Perspective Motion Develop from
Age 5 to Age 8
Having established that OPA is scene-

selective by age 5, we next turned to

our central question: does first-person

perspective motion processing develop

in OPA within the first few years of life or

does such development extend well into

childhood? To address this question, we

calculated a ‘‘scene motion’’ difference

score by subtracting each participant’s

response in OPA to static scenes from
that to dynamic scenes. Strikingly, we found significantly

greater scene motion responses in the 8 year olds than the 5

year olds (t(30) = 2.17; p = 0.04; d = 0.77), with a significant

OPA response to scene motion (i.e., scene motion difference

score > 0) for the 8 year olds (t(15) = 3.50; p = 0.003; d = 0.88),

but not the 5 year olds (t(15) = 0.65; p = 0.52; d = 0.16; Figure 4).

Further analysis investigating scene motion responses across

the entire volume of OPA (voxel by voxel) failed to find any

evidence of scene motion responses in 5 year olds, even in

the peak scene-selective voxels (STAR Methods; Figure S1).

These findings suggest that first-person perspective motion

processing in OPA develops slowly across childhood and

only emerges by age 8.

We next asked whether the developmental increase in first-

person perspective motion processing in OPA reflects

increasing sensitivity to any kind of visual motion information

or motion information in scenes, in particular, by comparing

OPA responses to scene motion with those to object and face

motion (i.e., calculated for objects and faces separately by sub-

tracting responses to static conditions from those to dynamic

conditions). A 2 (group: 5 year olds and 8 year olds) 3 3 (motion

domain: scene motion; object motion; and face motion) mixed-

model ANOVA revealed a significant group 3 motion domain

interaction (F(2,60) = 4.73; p = 0.01; hp
2 = 0.14), with the 5 and 8

year olds showing a significantly greater change in scene motion

responses than object motion (interaction contrast; p = 0.006) or

face motion responses (interaction contrast; p = 0.04; Figure 4).
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Figure 2. Data Quality Did Not Differ between

the 5- and 8-Year-Old Children

No significant differences were found between the 5

and 8 year olds for any of the followingmeasures: (A)

the temporal signal to noise ratio (tSNR) in any re-

gion of interest (all t < 0.64; all p > 0.52); (B) partic-

ipant head motion (average absolute frame-to-

frame displacement for all usable runs; t(30) = 0.75;

p = 0.46); or (C) V1 activation (i.e., the average

response in V1 across all conditions minus fixation;

t(30) = 0.90; p = 0.38). Error bars depict the standard

error of the mean.
Given that motion information was not precisely matched

across our stimuli, it is still possible that OPA shows increasing

sensitivity to any kind of visual motion information and responds

more to scenemotion than object or face motion by age 8 simply

because more motion information was present in the dynamic

scene stimuli than the other stimuli. To address this possibility,

we compared responses in OPA with those in the middle tempo-

ral area (MT), a domain-general motion-selective region. For MT,

a 2 (group: 5 year olds and 8 year olds) 3 3 (motion domain:

scene motion; object motion; and face motion) mixed-model

ANOVA did not reveal a significant group3motion domain inter-

action (F(2,60) = 0.45; p = 0.64; hp
2 = 0.01) but rather revealed a

main effect of motion domain (F(2,60) = 11.83; p < 0.001; hp
2 =

0.28), with greater responses to object motion than both face

and scene motion (pairwise comparisons; both p < 0.003; Fig-

ure 4). These findings suggest that, unlike OPA, MT does not

respond more to scene motion than face and object motion

and does not develop from 5 to 8 years old. Testing this claim

directly, a 2 (region: OPA and MT) 3 2 (group: 5 year olds and

8 year olds) 3 3 (motion domain: scene motion; object motion;

and face motion) mixed-model ANOVA revealed a significant re-

gion 3 age 3motion domain interaction (F(2,60) = 4.52; p = 0.01;

hp
2 = 0.13; full ANOVA results are listed in Table S1). These

results rule out the possibility that the dynamic scenes simply

contained more motion information than the dynamic faces or

objects and therefore reveal a remarkably specific develop-

mental increase in scene motion selectivity in OPA.

We also asked whether differences in first-person perspective

motion processing could be explained by 5 year olds simply

paying less attention to the dynamic scenes than 8 year olds.

Although this possibility is unlikely, given that MT responses to

scene motion did not differ between the two groups (t(30) =

0.002; p > 0.99; d < 0.001), we nevertheless further addressed

this concern by comparing responses in OPA with those in

PPA and RSC. For both PPA and RSC, a 2 (group: 5 year olds

and 8 year olds) 3 3 (motion domain: scene motion; object

motion; and face motion) mixed-model ANOVA failed to reveal

a significant group 3 motion domain interaction (PPA: F(2,60) =

0.34, p = 0.71, hp
2 = 0.01; RSC: F(2,60) = 0.28, p = 0.76, hp

2 =

0.01; Figure 4), suggesting that, unlike OPA, PPA and RSC

show no change in motion processing from ages 5 to 8 (consis-

tent with previous work in adults showing that these regions

never develop the strong, first-person-perspective motion

responses found in OPA) [5]. Testing this claim directly, a 3

(region: OPA; PPA; and RSC) 3 2 (group: 5 year olds and 8
546 Current Biology 30, 544–550, February 3, 2020
year olds) 3 3 (motion domain: scene motion; object motion;

and face motion) mixed-model ANOVA revealed a significant

region 3 group 3 motion domain interaction (F(4,120) = 2.82;

p = 0.03; hp
2 = 0.09; full ANOVA results are listed in Table S2).

This three-way interaction provides strong evidence against

the possibility that group differences in attention drove the re-

sults. Moreover, this evidence of differential development within

the cortical scene processing system is consistent with pro-

posals that these regions support dissociable aspects of scene

navigation and categorization [3, 5–7, 17, 18].

Finally, we explored whether developmental effects in OPA

occur via construction of preferred responses or pruning of

non-preferred responses [19–21]. Two analyses revealed that

the development of scene motion processing in OPA depends

on increasing responses to dynamic scenes (consistent with

construction of preferred responses) rather than on decreasing

responses to static scenes (as predicted by a pruning account;

Figure S2).

DISCUSSION

Taken together, we found that, although OPA already responds

selectively to scenes (relative to objects and faces) by age 5,

OPA does not respond to first-person perspective motion at

this same age and only responds to such navigationally relevant

information by age 8. This increase in first-person-perspective

motion processing is specific to motion on scenes, not motion

on faces or objects, and is found only in OPA, not in motion-

selective cortex (i.e., MT) or in other scene-selective regions

(i.e., PPA and RSC).

Our results support the hypothesis that navigationally rele-

vant information processing in OPA undergoes protracted

development, dovetailing with a number of behavioral findings.

Most directly, spatial memory for locations defined relative to

environmental boundaries—an ability that depends on OPA in

adulthood [9]—is still developing in children ages 6–10 [14].

The present finding that navigationally relevant information pro-

cessing is still emerging in OPA across childhood therefore

suggests that this late development of boundary-based spatial

memory may be mediated in part by late development of scene

processing in OPA. The hypothesis of late-developing naviga-

tionally relevant information processing is also consistent

with evidence that obstacle avoidance [22, 23], locomotion

(especially that relying on peripheral vision) [24, 25], and reor-

ientation ability [26, 27] continue to mature across childhood



Figure 3. Scene Selectivity Is Present in All Three Scene-Selective Regions by Age 5

Responses are shown for static stimuli only, following standard contrasts used to measure scene selectivity in adults. For 5 year olds and 8 year olds, OPA, PPA,

andRSC each responded significantlymore to scenes than both objects and faces (all p < 0.001). No region showed a significant age group (5 year olds and 8 year

olds) 3 condition (scenes, objects, and faces) interaction (all p > 0.23), suggesting that scene selectivity does not develop across this age range. Finally, V1

responded similarly across the three conditions (p = 0.30), ruling out the possibility that the scene-selective responses in OPA, PPA, and RSC were driven by

stimulus complexity or low-level visual features. Error bars depict the standard error of the mean.
(although the role of OPA in these tasks has not been directly

established).

At the same time, however, the idea that navigationally rele-

vant information processing develops late in OPA might seem

incompatible with evidence that sophisticated navigational

ability emerges within the first few years of life [28, 29]. For

example, children use the geometry of local boundaries to

recall previously learned locations by 18–24 months [30, 31]

and understand whether it is safe to navigate a ‘‘visual cliff’’

by 6–14 months [32]. Although the role of OPA in these tasks

is unknown, there are two possibilities. First, these tasks may
Figure 4. First-Person-Perspective Motion Processing Develops in OP

Scene motion, object motion, and face motion difference scores were calculated

stimuli separately for each condition. OPA responded strongly to scene motion in

scene motion processing from 5 to 8 years was greater than that for either objec

effect was specific to motion through scenes. Further, no developmental change

scene-selective regions (PPA or RSC; both p > 0.68; Table S2). These findings su

across childhood. Error bars depict the standard error of the mean. See also Fig
not depend on OPA, and other neural systems may instead

mediate early-developing navigational abilities. For example,

reorientation tasks may assess the ability to recall orientation

relative to boundaries—as supported by extra-hippocampal

structures [33]—rather than location relative to boundaries;

likewise, visual cliff tasks may assess general depth percep-

tion rather than visually guided navigation. Second, it is

possible that these tasks do, in fact, depend on OPA but

can be solved using earlier emerging representations in this

region. Indeed, OPA shows a preference for scenes relative

to faces by 4–6 months [10, 13], with scene selectivity
A from 5 to 8 Years Old

by subtracting responses to the static stimuli from responses to the dynamic

the 8 year olds (p = 0.003), but not the 5 year olds (p = 0.52). This increase in

t or face motion processing (both p < 0.05), indicating that this developmental

s were found in a motion selective region (MT) (p = 0.64; Table S1) or in other

ggest that navigationally relevant motion processing is still developing in OPA

ures S1 and S2.
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emerging by 5 years or earlier, as revealed here. It is possible

then that these early-emerging scene responses are sufficient

to represent the approximate location of boundaries, in order

to determine, for example, which of two walls is closer (in the

reorientation task) or which of two cliffs is steeper (in the vi-

sual cliff task). Under this account, the later emergence of

first-person perspective motion processing may reflect

increasingly sophisticated navigational function (e.g., allowing

one to dynamically extract and update possible navigational

paths or represent boundary and obstacle locations with

increasing precision). Intriguingly, an analogous develop-

mental progression is found in the developing rodent medial

temporal lobe, where the rudiments of head direction, grid,

and place cells are detectable as soon as rat pups make their

first movements outside of the nest, yet the stability and

precision of the spatial coding in these cells continues to be

refined well into juvenility [34, 35].

Finally, we found that all three known scene-selective regions

(i.e., OPA, PPA, and RSC) respond selectively to scenes (i.e., rela-

tive to objects as well as faces) by age 5, the earliest demonstra-

tion of scene selectivity in this system to date [11, 36–39] (but see

[12, 40]). This finding suggests that all three regions are earmarked

to support scene processing within the first few years of life.

In conclusion, we found that OPA is already scene-selective by

age 5 yet does not develop selective responses to first-person

perspective motion until age 8. These findings raise important

new questions. For example, what kinds of scene representations

does OPA encode early in life? Which late-emerging navigational

behaviors [41, 42] depend on and drive OPA development? And

what factors (e.g., inputs, outputs, or internal computations)ensure

that OPA always represents visual information relevant to naviga-

tion, andnotother functions,evenso late intochildhood?Whatever

the answers to these questions, our findings provide novel

evidence of protracted development in OPA across childhood.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Participants
Sixteen 5-year-olds (mean age: 63 months; range: 60-72 months; 11 females) and 16 8-year-olds (mean age: 101 months; range:

93-112 months; 10 females) participated in the study. Originally, 28 5-year-olds were scanned, but 12 were excluded due to exces-

sive motion and/or lack of attention during runs (see Data Analysis). The mean age of excluded participants (65 months) did not

significantly differ from that of included participants (t(26) = 0.87, p = 0.39); however, a larger proportion of the excluded 5 year old

participants were male (6/12 excluded participants, compared with 5/16 included participants). All participants were recruited

through the Emory Child Study Center. Consent was given for all children by their parent or guardian, and verbal assent was

additionally collected for the 8-year-olds. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no history of neurological

or psychiatric conditions. All procedures were approved by the Emory University Institutional Review Board.

METHOD DETAILS

Design and Stimuli
We used a region of interest (ROI) approach in which we used one set of runs to localize scene-selective, motion-selective, and

primary visual cortex (V1), and a second set of runs to investigate the responses of these same voxels. This ROI approach was

facilitated by a group-constrained, subject-specific (GSS) method [44, 45], as detailed in the Data Analysis section. In addition to

the standard ROI analyses, we conducted a ‘‘volume-selectivity function’’ (VSF) analysis [43, 46, 47], described in the Data Analysis

section.

For all runs, a blocked design was used in which participants viewed stimuli from 6 conditions: Dynamic Scenes, Static Scenes,

Dynamic Objects, Static Objects, Dynamic Faces, Static Faces (Figure 1). The Dynamic Scene and Static Scene stimuli were taken

from those used in [5]. These stimuli consisted of 16 3 s video clips depicting first-person perspective motion (as would be experi-

enced during locomotion through an immediately visible environment), and subtended approximately 21 3 16 degrees of visual

angle. The video clips were filmed by walking at a typical pace through 4 different places (e.g., a hallway, auditorium, etc.) with

the camera (a Sony HDR XC260V HandyCam with a field of view of 90.3 3 58.9 degrees) held at eye level. As such, the Dynamic

Scenes contained rich, naturalistic visual information relevant to guiding locomotion past boundaries and obstacles in a current

scene. Most videos depicted only a straight walking path, while some clips included turning events (e.g., walking around a corner),

and therefore primarily depicted radial optic flow motion. We were confident that the Dynamic Scenes were sufficient to allow

perception of self motion (as distinct from object or face motion) in 5 and 8 year old children for four reasons. First, previous work

in infants and newborns finds that optic flow stimuli (but not other kinds of moving stimuli) elicit locomotive responses [48] and

postural changes (including in the absence of vestibular or somatosensory cues) [49–52], and that infants’ sensitivity to this informa-

tion is relatively sophisticated, such that this information can be used to discriminate heading direction [53], or be distinguished from

object motion [54]. Second, these self motion responses occur rapidly; even neonates show postural responses to visual optic flow

(again, in the absence of concurrent vestibular or somatosensory information) within 1.90 (+- 1.75) seconds [49], well within the dura-

tion of a single 3 s video. Third, the 3 s clips were presented in the context of 15 s blocks (i.e., 5 consecutive 3 s clips of scenemotion).

It is likely then that even if 5 year olds take longer than 8 year olds to perceive the clips as specifying self-motion (i.e., on the first video),
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they should nevertheless be primed to perceive self-motion in the remaining videos for that block. Fourth, our findings revealed that

area MT, which responds strongly to self-motion in adults [55–57], responded equally strongly to scene motion in 5 and 8 year olds,

providing indirect support for the idea that 5 and 8 year olds did not differ in their ability to perceive self-motion. Next, the Static Scene

stimuli were created by taking stills from Dynamic Scene video clips at 1-, 2- and 3 s time points, resulting in 48 images. These still

images were presented in groups of three images taken from the same place, and each image was presented for 1 s with no ISI, thus

equating the presentation time of the static images with the duration of the movie clips from which they were made. Importantly, the

still images were presented in a random sequence such that first-person perspective motion could not be inferred. Like the video

clips, the still images subtended approximately 21 3 16 degrees of visual angle.

To test whether any observed differences between Dynamic Scenes and Static scenes were specific to first-person perspective

motion, and further to allow us to measure scene selectivity more generally, we also included Dynamic Object, Static Object,

Dynamic Face, and Static Face conditions, also presented at 21 3 16 degrees of visual angle. The Dynamic Object stimuli and

the Dynamic Face stimuli were taken from those used in [58]. The Dynamic Object stimuli depicted 7 different toys moving against

a black background. Themotion of the toys involved amixture of translations (laterally, vertically, and in depth) and rotations (in depth

and in the vertical plane), sometimes occurring in a periodic fashion (e.g., for swinging or spinning objects). The Dynamic Face stimuli

depicted only the faces of 4 children against a black background as they smiled, laughed, and looked around. The dynamic face in-

formation therefore involved eye, lip, and mouth movements; emotional expressions; and small head movements (including roll,

pitch, and yaw rotations). The Static Objects and Static Faces were created and presented using the exact same procedure and

parameters described for the Static Scene condition above. Each run was 297 s long and contained 2 blocks for each stimulus cate-

gory. The order for the first set of blocks was pseudorandomized across runs (e.g., Dynamic Faces, Static Objects, Dynamic Scenes,

Static Scenes, Static Faces, Dynamic Objects) and the order for the second set was the palindrome of the first (e.g., Dynamic

Objects, Static Faces, Static Scenes, Dynamic Scenes, Static Objects, Dynamic Faces). Each block consisted of 6 3 s video clips

from a single condition (e.g., Dynamic Scenes), with an ISI of 0.3 s, resulting in 19.8 s blocks. Each run also included 3, 19.8 s fixation

blocks: one at the beginning, one in the middle, and one at the end.

During each scanning session, we first took a high-resolution anatomical scan while the children watched a movie or show of their

choice. Then, we collected fMRI data while participants viewed 4 runs. To maintain children’s interest in the study, children were

given opportunities to ‘‘take a break’’ in between runs on an as-needed basis, during which time they could watch a few minutes

of amovie or show of their choice. Further, to enhance the children’s attention to the stimuli during the runs, participants were encour-

aged to view the stimuli ‘‘actively’’ by imagining themselves walking through places in the scene video clips, playing with the children

in the face video clips, and playing with the toys in the object video clips.

fMRI Scanning
All scanning was performed on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner in the Facility for Education and Research in Neuroscience at Emory

University. The functional images were collected using a 32-channel head matrix coil and a gradient-echo single-shot echoplanar

imaging sequence (28 slices, TR = 2 s, TE = 30 msec, voxel size = 1.53 1.53 2.5mm, and a 0.25 interslice gap). For all scans, slices

were oriented approximately between perpendicular and parallel to the calcarine sulcus, covering all of the occipital and temporal

lobes, as well as the lower portion of the parietal lobe. Additionally, whole-brain, high-resolution anatomical images were acquired

for each participant for the purposes of registration and anatomical localization (Data Analysis).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data Analysis
Analysis of functional data was conducted using a combination of tools from the FSL software (FMRIB’s Software Library; https://

www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) [59] and custom written MATLAB code. Before analyzing the data, the following pre-statistics processing

was applied: motion correction; slice-timing correction; non-brain removal; spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 5mm

FWHM; intensity normalization of the volume at each time point; and highpass temporal filtering. To ensure that we included only

the highest quality data in our sample, we only analyzed runs where the average absolute frame-to-frame displacement was less

than 1.5mm (i.e., the approximate size of one voxel), and where activation could be detected in V1 (Z > 2.3, corrected cluster signif-

icance threshold of p = 0.05). Further, we only included children that had at least two runs that met these criteria, since at least two

runs are required for the GSS method, which uses independent sets of runs to localize and test responses in each ROI (see Data

Analysis). These criteria resulted in the exclusion of 12 5-year-olds (all 8-year-olds met these criteria). As a result of these procedures,

the final groups of 5- and 8-year-olds were matched on temporal signal to noise ratio (tSNR) in all ROIs (all t’s < 0.64, all p’s > 0.52, all

d’s < 0.23), motion (average absolute frame displacement for all usable runs) (t(30) = 0.75, p = 0.46, d = 0.26), and V1 activation (i.e., the

average response in V1 across all conditions, t(30) = 0.90, p = 0.38, d = 0.32) (Figure 2). The number of usable runs from each subject

was also comparable: for the final sample of 5 year olds, 10 participants had 4 runs, 5 participants had 3 runs, and 1 participant had 2

runs; for the final sample of 8 year olds, 14 participants had 4 runs, 1 participant had 3 runs and 1 participant had 2 runs.

Given that scene-selective cortex may not yet be fully developed in younger children, and that hand-defining ROIs can be

ambiguous, particularly at earlier stages of development, ROIs were defined using a GSSmethod that circumvents these challenges

[44, 45]. The GSS analysis was conducted using the following procedure. First, we identified a unique search space for each ROI

using previously published probabilistic atlases that predict the vicinity in which each ROI is likely to fall given the typical distribution
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found in a large, independent sample of adults. Search spaces for scene-selective regions were derived from [45], while search

spaces for MT and V1 were derived from [60]. Second, for each search space in each participant, voxels were ranked using half

of the runs based on parameter estimates for the contrasts of either Dynamic Scenes > Dynamic Objects (for the scene-selective

regions), all Dynamic conditions > all Static conditions (for MT), or all conditions > fixation (for V1). After ranking the voxels in this

way, the top 10% were selected as the subject-specific ROI. Third, responses to each condition in each ROI and participant were

measured using the remaining, independent half of the runs. Fourth, this same define-then-test procedurewas repeated across every

possible permutation of the runs. For participants with four good runs, two runs were used to define and two runs were used to test,

resulting in 6 permutations; for participants with three good runs, two runs were used to define and one run was used to test, resulting

in 3 permutations; and for participants with two good runs, one runwas to define and one run used to test, resulting in 2 permutations.

Fifth, the results of each permutation analysis were averaged together, resulting in the final estimate of responses to the 6 conditions

for each ROI in each participant. For each ROI, GSS analysis was conducted separately in each hemisphere, and responses from the

ROIs in each hemisphere were subsequently averaged together. Critically, because this analysis uses only a rank ordering of signif-

icance of the voxels in each participant, not an absolute threshold for voxel inclusion, all participants could be included in the analysis

– not only those who show the ROI significantly. Likewise, because voxel selection is conducted algorithmically, not by hand, all

ambiguity is removed from the ROI selection process. Finally, given that data quality is a key concern in developmental populations,

this GSS analysis allowed us to assess the within-subject replicabilty of our findings, further ensuring that the data were reliable.

In addition to our primary GSS analysis, which estimates the average univariate response of an entire ROI, we also conducted VSF

analyses [43, 46, 47], which allowed us to investigate responses in individual voxels extending from the peak response out into the

surrounding cortex. VSF analyses were conducted using the same procedures as the GSS analysis above, with the exception that

responses were never averaged across voxels, but rather were calculated for each voxel individually, and were not limited to the top

10% of voxels, but rather were explored across the top 152 voxels in OPA (as limited by participant with the smallest OPA search

space).

DATA CODE AND AVAILABILITY

The dataset generated during this study is available at https://osf.io/ztbuq/.
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